Study of the influence of coating methods on lipid spheres manufactured on rotor fluidized bed process.
Different previous works have shown that various kinds of spheres can be manufactured by rotor granulation in a 'single-pot process' using a lipid base: hydrogenated castor oil. This single-pot technology is based on wet granulation where all components are placed in the powder form in the rotor bowl; then, they are continuously suspended in a fluidized air, with a tangentially sprayed liquid solution. This process allows the granulation and manufacturing of sphere during the same time. Previous experiments have studied the influence of the formulation and the manufacturing process parameters on spheres in terms of feasibility and dissolution properties. Both the spraying time and the weight of liquid sprayed were found to be the most relevant parameters that govern the final quality of the sphere. Now, in a second part of the work, a first comparison is made with two different fluid bed methods: the tangential rotor spray and the Wurster bottom spray for coating the lipid spheres previously manufactured with the rotor tangential spray. The external aspect of the coated spheres manufactured has been evaluated with an electronic microscopy analysis and a study of dissolution properties of the active ingredient has been done by USP in vitro dissolution tests.